The Interim Period in a Congregation

The interim period is “a time between.” A time between “what was” and “what will be.” A time between resident pastors in the congregation. A time between saying “Goodbye” and saying “Hello.” A time between one chapter in a congregation’s history and a new, yet unwritten chapter. It is also a time of uncertainty, a time of anticipation of the future, a time of preparation, a time of apprehension, and a time of hope.

The interim period provides a magnificent learning opportunity as the congregation lives in between the “already” and the “not yet.” That the interim period is a time of change is a given. With change can come a crisis, and crisis can bring chaos, but chaos is always an opportunity. Interim Ministry can be of great help in the learning process during this period. Interim Ministry pays attention to two arenas of development: parish development and clergy transition. Parish development provides context for clergy transition. Although connected and correlated, parish development precedes clergy transition in the interim period.

Parish development includes “the whole set of knowledge, skills and processes by which a congregation is brought to a better understanding of its ministry and becomes more effective in it and faithful to it.”


The departure of a pastor means change. Things will not be the same as they were during that pastor’s ministry to that congregation. Change is the “new normal.” The intent of parish development is to enable the congregation to make the transition.

“Change is not the same as transition. Change is situational... Transition is the psychological process people go through to come to terms with the new situation. Change is external, transition is internal.”

William Bridges: *Managing Transitions; Making the Most of Change.*

The transition can be accomplished in the congregation through a process that builds a bridge from “Goodbye” to “Hello.” This process involves the eight stages of the interim period and the five developmental tasks in the congregation.
Stages of the Interim Period

The congregation will pass through several stages during its interim period. Congregations that use these stages as intentional times of renewal and re-creation will be more prepared to greet their future confidently. The stages of the interim period are:

1. TERMINATION
   At some point every pastorate comes to an end. Terminations can be happy or sad, loving or angry, long expected or sudden. There are two sides to every termination, that of the pastor and that of the congregation. Farewells must be expressed and the clergy exits.

2. DIRECTION FINDING
   There is some confusion on the part of the congregation as to what will happen when the pastor leaves – what to do and how to do it, who’s in charge, where to find help, etc. What needs to be done until another resident pastor is on the scene? It is important for the congregation to work with the mission area staff to find out the answers to these questions.

3. SELF STUDY
   This is the work of the congregation in assessing who and what it is and what it needs to be in the future.

4. SEARCH
   This refers to all the activities that lead to developing a list of potential candidates, one of whom is to be selected to become the pastor. This stage involves getting the congregation's picture of itself (The Ministry Site Profile) and the pastor's picture of himself or herself into direct conversation. Finally it comes down to face-to-face interaction – interviews.

5. NEGOTIATION
   The negotiations have to do with the specifications of the work, living arrangements, and compensation for the new pastor and family, as well as the relationship between the pastor and the congregation. (In reality much of this is done simultaneously with the decision.)

6. DECISION
   The formal decisions involve a vote by the Call Committee, a second vote for recommendation by the Congregational Council, a formal decision by the congregation, and the assent of the Bishop. On the other side is a fairly personal decision by the pastor and his or her family.

7. INSTALLATION
   Installation refers to all the activities concerned with getting the pastor on the scene and publically acknowledged as the new pastor of the congregation. This is an event having to do with a congregation’s entry into a new phase of its life and ministry.

8. START UP
   The patterns that get established in the first twelve to eighteen months are likely to rule the pastor and congregation for as long as the pastor and that congregation are related.

After this process of congregational self-discovery and self-renewal, the congregation seeks a pastor whose skills will assist the congregation with its self-defined ministry/mission. It’s at this point in the interim process that we move to the second arena of development: clergy transition.
“... sometimes called ‘clergy development’ – is the set of knowledge, skills and processes by which some major assets of the churches, its trained and ordained professional leaders, are matched with positions that most fully challenge their abilities and gifts and most benefit the life of the church.”  Loren B. Mead: Ibid, p. 10.

In this phase of interim ministry the congregation, whose identity, ministry, and mission have been clarified, seeks a pastoral candidate. The congregation identifies gifts, skills, and abilities needed in pastoral leadership to work within the congregation’s re-developed understanding of its own vocation. Congregational vision and goals determine the pastoral skills needed. For this reason clergy transition is the last piece of the puzzle to be fitted. Again, parish development provides the context for clergy transition – it is connected and correlated to the point that is basically the result of the work done in the Decision and Negotiation Stages and the development task of Commitment to new Directions in Ministry.

Intentional Interim Ministers can help with these transitions. Intentional Interim Ministers have had additional training and can offer special skills to assist congregations in the “in between times.” While providing Word and Sacrament ministry and a full range of pastoral care, the intentional Interim pastor is well suited to lead the congregation through the process that builds the bridge between the “what was” and the “what will be” of the congregation’s life.
Developmental Tasks of the Congregation

Serving as the foundation stones beneath the stages of the interim period are the five Developmental Tasks, which add strength, depth, and stability to the interim experience. These developmental tasks are:

1. **COMING TO TERMS WITH HISTORY**
   What a congregation will be able to do in the future has a genuine relationship to what it has been in the past. We are shaped by our past. The time of pastoral change is a time for the congregation to wrestle with its history, its story, its identity; possible now as in no other time in its life. It can look to the past for clues to the future, factors which might inhibit the congregation or which need affirming. A pastor's leaving precipitates the dynamics of grief among members. This sense of loss must be dealt with just as surely as a loss in a family. The better the parish works at this developmental task of coming to terms with history, the more likely it will be to free itself to go on building a new future, the more likely to be able to use the strengths of the past, the more likely to get some perspective and power over its characteristic weaknesses, and the more likely to choose an appropriate pastor for a new life together.

2. **DISCOVERING A NEW IDENTITY**
   This is a time for taking a fresh look at reality and working at making adjustments in self image. It is a time for members of the congregation to think about what they actually are and not what they think they are or what they used to be. It is a time to discover what others in the community think they are. This new sense of identity should shape the congregation’s search for new, ordained leadership.

3. **ENABLING NEEDED LEADERSHIP CHANGE**
   During the interim period congregational leaders can be aware of the special opportunities to open doors to new leaders and also to be both appreciative and understanding of those who have been leaders in the past. (Both old and new leaders should be a part of the Call Committee, for example.)

4. **RENEWING DENOMINATIONAL LINKAGES**
   Pastoral change is a time for a congregation to rethink and renew its relationship with their Mission Area and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. Mission Area staff will be the source of answers and assistance during the interim period.

5. **COMMITMENT TO NEW DIRECTIONS IN MINISTRY**
   Having come through the interim period together, the congregation will have discovered a new sense of self and sense of competence, with a new sense of direction, and with a sense that the new pastor selected fits the needs for the next phase of the congregation’s ministry and mission.

“Recent observations suggest additional tasks for the interim period:
1) Reduce the level of anxiety and fear of the unknown
2) Renew, re-vision, and rebuild organizational structures
3) Pay attention to neglected stewardship matters
4) Train new leaders and volunteers
5) Re-focus spirituality of members to discern the direction the Spirit leads.”

Rev. David Pretty, Intentional Interim pastor, ELCA in *Interim Pastor’s Start-Up Packet.*
Rationale for the Interim Minister NOT Being a Candidate for Call

The following is the rationale for NOT considering the serving Interim Minister for call to the served congregation:

1. During the interim period the congregation often is uniquely vulnerable and therefore develops a relationship based on their need and insecurity. While this can be useful in leading a congregation to prepare for the incoming pastor, it could make for a very inappropriately skewed decision for a permanent call.

2. Interim ministry is unique and an Interim Minister may often lead in ways that would be acceptable as an Interim Ministry Specialist but would not be acceptable to some in the congregation were she/he to be called as resident pastor.

3. An Interim Minister has an advantage over other possible candidates who may desire to be considered for the position because she/he has more visibility in the congregation. This makes it unfair to others who may be interested in the position but who will not have the same visibility.

4. The congregation itself may pass up better leadership than it is getting, even with a good Interim Minister, if it fails to consider a larger number of potential pastoral candidates.

5. If the decision were made to consider the Interim Minister along with the others being considered and the Interim Minister did not get the call, there could be hurt feelings that would jeopardize the remainder of his/her interim ministry until the new pastor is called.

6. An Interim Minister will always have a following but also almost always will have those who are not favorably committed to him/her. If she/he were to be called as resident pastor, there would be built-in opposition from the very beginning.

7. Other pastors will know of the ministerial ethics involved and will know that those have been broken if an Interim Minister is called. The result could be a lack of fellowship, trust, and broken relationships with other pastors.

8. A precedent could be set which would result in pastors seeking interim ministries with the specific idea in their minds of putting themselves in a better position to be considered and called as that congregation’s resident pastor, thus greatly damaging the whole call process.
Definitions of Types of Interim Ministries

There are three distinct approaches/models for pastoral leadership during the time of transition in a congregation:

**STATED SUPPLY:**
Stated Supply Ministers provide pastoral services in congregations where there is typically no active call process or Call Committee. Depending on the needs of the congregation, a Stated Supply Minister may be either a full-time or a part-time position. The minister can be an active or retired, rostered pastor/minister. As a minimum the individual provides worship and pulpit ministry. She/he may also provide pastoral care to the congregation. It is strongly recommended that a Supply Agreement be negotiated between the congregation and Stated Supply Minister.

**INTERIM MINISTRY:**
Congregations that are actively engaged in the Call Process may be served by an Interim Minister. Depending on the needs of each congregation, an Interim Minister may be either a full-time or a part-time position. The minister can be an active or retired, rostered pastor/minister. This individual provides worship and pulpit ministry plus general pastoral leadership. She/he may also focus on specific issues such as stewardship, evangelism, education, transition, development, etc. The negotiation of an Interim Pastoral Ministry Agreement is required.

**INTENTIONAL INTERIM MINISTRY:**
A specifically trained and skilled Intentional Interim Minister may be appropriate for certain congregations in the in-between transitional time between called pastors. An assessment of the needs of the congregation done in conjunction with the mission area’s bishop and staff prescribes the appropriateness and benefit of an Intentional Interim Minister. Depending on the needs of the congregation, a Intentional Interim Minister may be either a full-time or a part-time position. A part-time commitment, however, should be half-time or greater. The minister can be an active or retired, rostered pastor/minister.

This individual provides worship and pulpit ministry, general pastoral leadership, and in addition attends to specifically identified transitional issues in a congregation’s life such as conflict, misconduct, or following a long pastoral tenure. The service of an Intentional Interim minister may terminate upon completion of the agreed upon interim Developmental Tasks and any other identified transitional issues, prior to calling of next pastor. The negotiation of a Interm Pastoral Ministry Agreement is required.
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